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Journal compilation © 2011 Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd economic conditions which led to it flourishing or failing. It looks at the motivations for creating a franchise and for franchisees taking it. It is at this point that it becomes clear why the regulation of franchises is so important. Crawford looks at the claims made by those selling or promoting franchises and then considers the information behind those claims that is usually not revealed to the potential franchisee. For example, it is commonly claimed that the support and benefits provided by a franchise system greatly reduce business risk. Yet, as the author points out, there is research suggesting that franchises are more risky when the franchise brand itself is new. 2 Similarly, the claim that a franchisor provides a knowledge base developed from their own experience and that of other franchisees is true, but, once more, Crawford removes the gloss and points out the seemingly obvious fact that there is often no obligation for this information to be passed on. In many ways, it is this aspect of Crawford's book which is so refreshing. She looks at the problems with franchising and how they might be solved by regulation; rather than merely examining the law as it is, she considers how it should be, something few other texts even attempt. A contract is always central to the regulation of the franchise relationship. Accordingly, it would be impossible to study the regulation of franchising without looking at the contractual aspects. Crawford devotes a chapter to this angle, including discussion of some of the clauses commonly found in franchise agreements. She does not look at the drafting of these clauses, but rather she considers it at the regulatory level -in other words, why the rule exists and therefore what it needs to control or prevent.
After a chapter considering the UNIDROIT Model Franchise Disclosure Law comes the most ambitious part of Crawford's book. In this worldwide survey of franchise laws, she looks at every country that has a specific franchise law. She adopts a similar format for each country. This begins by setting out the countries' population, its gross-domestic product, an estimate of the sales from franchises and then a brief summary of the regulation that applies within the country. It is rare that a comparative survey includes countries like Kyrgyzstan, Georgia and Moldova. 3 Yet this inclusion shows that the survey is not only global but comprehensive. Each entry is anywhere from half a page to a few pages, but the discussion of the law is only in a skeletal form, sufficient to explain the relevant context of the regulation. After this survey, the information it provides is applied to look at the regulation of the negotiations and formation of the franchise agreement and then the regulation of the performance and exit from that contract.
Crawford argues strongly for proper rules to regulate franchising, and most particularly, disclosure requirements and her hypothesis is well researched and convincing. Also, in addition to this central argument, The Regulation of Franchising provides tables and charts further opening the door on comparative research into franchising law. In summary, the book is interesting and well thought out and anyone interested in franchising law should read it.
